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Answer Question No.1 Compulsory. 12X1=12M

Answer One Question from each Unit. 4X12=48 M

1. a) Define Lautological implication

b) Show that ~ ( )p q P 

c) Obtain DNF of ( )P P Q 

d) Define bound and free variables

e) Define prenex normal form

f) Define until-repeat statements

g) What are pre conditions and post conditions

h) Define structured statements

i) What are the properties of w
p

j) Define predicate transformer

k) Define if command

l) What is the general form of do command

UNIT-I
2. a) Convert ( ) ( )A B C D    to CNF

b) Given a sentence in CNF, Explain how can we prove it is satisfiable.

(OR)
3. a) Explain the steps involved in convertion of DNF. with example.

b) Explain validity and satisfiability with example.

UNIT-II
4. a) Consider the clausses C

1
= ~ P Q R   and C

2
= ~ Q S

~ P Q R   ~ Q S

~ P R S   ; C
3

Resolve for C
1
 and C

2
. C

3
= ~ P R S 

b) State and explain Resolution principle with example.

P.T.O
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5. a) Consider a statement “If x is a cat than x has tails”. we formalize it has follows

C(x)=”x is a cat” , T(x)=” x has tails” then formalization of whole sentence is

A:C(x) T(x). Explain. it

b) Translate Everybody has somebody who is his or her mother into predicate logic.

UNIT-III
6. a) Write and explain prenex algorithm.

b) Standardize all variables apart in the following formulae

x ( ( ) ( ))P x Q x  Q(x)     x   p(t)       t (Q(z) R(x))

(OR)
7. a) Find the prenex normal form of

x    (     y ( , )R x y y  ( , ) ~S x y  ( y ( , )R x y P )) .

b) Explain repeat until structured statement with example.

UNIT-IV
8. a) Prove that pw (“x:=e; abort”, R)=F for any predicate R, regardless of the definition

of pw  (“x:=e”,R).

b) Explain the swapping the values of two variable using Assignment to simple

variable.

(OR)
9. a) Explain general form of if command with example.

b) Compare and contrast pre, post and weakest precondition with example.
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1. Briefly explain following

a) Use of guarded command.

b) PCNF Vs PDNF

c) Define inverse of p->q

d) Inference rule in propositional calculus

e) What are free and bound variable?

f) Precondition Vs post conditions in logic programming

g) Show that P(QR) and (PQ) R are logically equivalent.

h) Define Conjunctive Normal form.

i) Applications of proposional calculus.

j) Principle of exclusion.

k) Applications of predicate calculus.

l) Need of strong guards.

UNIT-I

2. Prove or disprove the validity of the following arguments using the rules of inference.

i)  All men are fallible   ii)  All kings are men  iii)  Therefore, all kings are fallible

P.T.O
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(OR)

3. a) Give the comparison of CNF and DNF

b) Show that the following statements is a tautology. (~P (PQ))~Q

UNIT-II

4. a) Verify the validity of the following arguments with predicate:

“Lions are dangerous animals. There are lions. Therfore there are dangerous

animals.”

b) What are rules of the Well Formed Formulas? Explain.

(OR)

5. a) Give an overview of quantifiers in predicate calculus.

b) Prove that D follows from the premises

(A ->B) (A->C), ( ), ( )B C D A  

UNIT-III

6. a) Describe the usage of propositional logic and predicate logic in writing the pro-

grams?

b) Give the properties of weakest precondition.

(OR)

7. Describe the proof rules of assignment and for statements with suitable examples.

UNIT-IV

8. Give the proof rules for while and repeat-until statements.

(OR)

9. Describe the use of weakest precondition. Illustrate the weakest precondition of do and if

statements.
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